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a b s t r a c t

We used a false-biofeedback methodology to manipulate physiological arousal in order to induce

affective states that would influence learners’ metacognitive judgments and learning performance. False-

biofeedback is a method used to induce physiological arousal (and resultant affective states) by present-

ing learners with audio stimuli of false heart beats. Learners were presented with accelerated, baseline, or

no heart beat (control) while they completed a challenging learning task. We tested four hypotheses

about the effect of false-biofeedback. The alarm vs. alert hypothesis predicted that false biofeedback would

be appraised as either a signal of distress and would impair learning (alarm), or as a signal of engagement

and would facilitate learning (alert). The differential biofeedback hypothesis predicted that the alarm and

alert effects would be dependent on the type of biofeedback (accelerated vs. baseline). The question depth

hypothesis predicted that these effects would be more pronounced for challenging inference questions.

Lastly, the self vs. recording hypothesis predicted that effects would only occur if participants believed that

false biofeedback was indicative of their own physiological arousal. In general, learners experienced more

positive/activating affective states, made more confident metacognitive judgments, and achieved higher

learning when they received accelerated or baseline biofeedback while answering a challenging inference

question, irrespective of the perceived source of the biofeedback. Thus, our findings supported the alert

and question depth hypotheses, but not the differential biofeedback or self vs. recording hypotheses.

Implications of the findings for the integration of affective processes into models of cognitive and meta-

cognitive processes during learning are discussed.

� 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Beginning in middle school and continuing through high

school and beyond, students have to learn about difficult and con-

ceptually-rich topics in mathematics, physics, ecology, chemistry,

and biology. It is in these domains that adolescents and young

adults face the greatest challenges to learning (PISA, 2009) be-

cause they are confronted with novel and unfamiliar terms,

abstract concepts, and the necessity for construction and recon-

struction of mental models (Newcombe et al., 2009). Fortunately,

research has shown that learning can improve through the

deployment of key cognitive and metacognitive processes such

as planning, monitoring, and through the use of appropriate

learning strategies (Azevedo, 2009; Dunosky & Metcalfe, 2009;

Hacker, Dunlosky, & Graesser, 2009; Pintrich, 2000; Winne,

2011; Winne & Hadwin, 2008; Zimmerman & Schunk, 2011).

These processes, also called self-regulated learning (SRL) pro-

cesses, are based on the assumption that learners actively moni-

tor and control their learning to aid in deeper processing of the

material (Azevedo & Witherspoon, 2009).

Self-regulated learning is an active and constructive process that

involves learners’ ability to build on their understanding of a topic

by using planning, monitoring, and learning strategies, and by

regulating key aspects of cognition, behavior, motivation, and

affect in order to achieve some desired learning goal (Azevedo &

Witherspoon, 2009; Boekaerts, Pintrich, & Zeidner, 2000; Koriat,

Ma’ayan, & Nussinson, 2006; Pintrich, 2000; Zimmerman & Schunk,

2011).More specifically, learning of complex science topics necessi-

tates learners to effectively self-regulate their learning bymetacog-

nitively monitoring their emerging understanding of a given topic

(Burkett & Azevedo, 2012; Graesser et al., 2007; Shapiro, 2008).

Most research on the topic ofmetacognitivemonitoring focuses pri-

marily on metacognitive judgments (see Dunosky and Metcalfe

(2009) for a recent review), which occur before, during, and after

learning has taken place, as learners continually assess their emerg-

ing understanding of the material.
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There are three metacognitive judgments that are most com-

monly examined in SRL research. These include ease of learning

(EOL), judgments of learning (JOL), and retrospective confidence

judgments (RCJs) (Dunosky & Metcalfe, 2009; Leonesio & Nelson,

1990; Nelson & Narens, 1990). Ease of learning judgments occur

before learning and involve preemptively determining how easily

a given topic can be learned. They occur in the prospective phase

of learning and are assumed to help learners establish goals, sub-

goals, and allocation of study-time, and can be used as a baseline

comparison for future metacognitive judgments. Judgments of

learning occur during learning when learners attempt to assess

their emerging understanding of the topic, and are predictive of

subsequent learning performance (Jang & Nelson, 2005). Retro-

spective confidence judgments occur after learning has taken place

when learners predict how likely it is that their responses to eval-

uative items were correct.

Examining the use of metacognitive monitoring processes can

provide several insights into how learners regulate their learning.

However, an equally important component that is gaining attention

in the domain of SRL is the role of affect (Brosch, Pourtios, & Sander,

2010; Frijda, 2009; Izard, 2007; Schwarz, 2011; Stein, Hernandez, &

Trabasso, 2008). There are many terms that are used to describe

learners’ affective experiences, such as basic emotions (Ekman,

1992), moods (Bless, 2000; Bower & Forgas; 2000; Isen, 2001,

2010; Schwarz & Clore, 1983), affective states (D’Mello & Graesser,

2011a, 2012) and academic emotions (Pekrun, 2010). Within the

category of academic emotions, there are various other terms such

as acheivement emotions, topic emotions, social emotions, and epis-

timic emotions (Pekrun, 2010). Although each of these terms are

distinct and important in their own way, this article uses the term

affect or affective states broadly to encapsulate the feelings and emo-

tions that arise during brief learning episodes (30 min to 2-h). This

consists of reactions to specific learning events that vary in intensity

but are relatively brief, lasting for a few seconds to a few minutes

(D’Mello & Graesser, 2011a; Rosenberg, 1998). What is not meant

by affect, however, are moods (longer term affective experiences

that are not directed at any particular event), affective traits (predis-

positions in affective responding), ormotivational states. Previously

published papers offer justification for this conceptualizaton of

affect (Baker, D’Mello, Rodrigo, & Graesser, 2010; Calvo & D’Mello,

2011;Conati&Maclaren, 2009;Rosenberg, 1998;Woolf et al., 2009).

Part of the challenge of learning about conceptually-rich do-

mains such as science, technology, engineering, and mathematics

is that these domains are rife with affect-eliciting factors such as

complexity of the learningmaterials, uncertainty about how to pro-

ceedwhen facedwith obstacles to learning, and the fear of perform-

ing poorly on subsequent evaluations. These negative factors can

interfere with learners’ ability to effectively regulate their learning.

Although many conceptual models of SRL focus on learners’ use of

metacognitive monitoring and control processes to regulate their

learning (Azevedo, Moos, Johnson, & Chauncey, 2010; Dunlosky &

Theide, 2004; Dunosky & Metcalfe, 2009; Metcalfe, 2002; Zimmer-

man & Schunk, 2011), the role of affect during learning has, until re-

cently, received somewhat less attention. Existing models that

address learners’ affect tend to focus primarily on how affect

broadly impacts motivational, metacognitive, and cognitive pro-

cesses. For example, increases in self-satisfaction (a positively val-

enced affective state) are correlated with enhanced motivation

and effort, while decreases are associated with diminished effort

(Schunk, 2001). Self-efficacy is also associated with the use of var-

ied study methods in order to discover new avenues for self-

improvement (Zimmerman, 2002), and is related to learners’ use

of SRL strategies (Braten, Samuelstuen, & Stromso, 2004). Other

models of SRL explore the role of affective processes on motivation

(Boekaerts, 2009; Pintrich, 2000), goal orientation (Harachiewicz,

Barron, Pintrich, Elliot, & Thrash, 2002), interest (Pintrich & Schunk,

2002; Wigfield, Eccles, Schiefele, Roesner, & Davis-Kean, 2006), and

the relationship between products (i.e., learning outcomes) and

standards (i.e., learners’ evaluations of optimal end states) (Winne

& Hadwin, 2008).

While thesemodels focus primarily on broad effects of affect on a

number of outcome variables, the present research diverges from,

butbuilds upon, thesemodels by attempting touncover the intricate

relationship between affect, SRL (specificallymetacognitive compo-

nents of SRL), and learningoutcomes. Investigation into the relation-

ship among these processes is essential, because there is a complex

interplay between cognitive and affective processes during learning

and problem solving (Craig, Graesser, Sullins, & Gholson, 2004;

D’Mello & Graesser, 2011b; Daniels, Stupnisky, et al., 2009; Daniels,

Pekrun, et al., 2009; Linnenbrink, 2006; Meyer & Turner, 2006;

Pekrun, 2010; Schutz & Pekrun, 2007; Zeidner, 2007). Affect oper-

ates throughout cognitive processes such as causal reasoning, delib-

eration, goal appraisal, and planning. Flexibility, creative thinking,

efficientdecision-making, and conceptually-driven relational think-

inghavebeen linked topositive affect,whilenegativeaffect has been

associated with localized attention and stimulus-driven processing

(Clore & Huntsinger, 2007; Fielder, 2001; Fredrickson & Branigan,

2005; Isen, 2008; Schwarz, 2011). Affect can also have a serious

impact on learners’ comprehension and performance on evaluative

measures (Zeidner, 2007).

Importantly, it is perhaps not the affective states themselves,

but the cognitive and metacognitive activities that accompany

their experience that are predictive of learning. This leads to the

critical question of how affect influences these metacognitive and

cognitive processes, a question that motivated the present

research.

2. Theoretical framework, hypotheses, and present research

The current research adopts an appraisal theoretic framework to

describe the antecedents of learners’ affective states. Contemporary

theories of affect posit that cognitive appraisals of physiological

changes are one prominent way that affective states arise (Barrett,

Mesquita, Ochsner, & Gross, 2007; Lazarus, 1991; Mandler, 1975,

1999; Ortony, Clore, & Collins, 1988; Russell, 2003; Schachter &

Singer, 1962; Stein & Levine, 1991). The specific affective states that

arise depend on an individual’s unconscious or conscious appraisals

(i.e., evaluations) of the situation that presumably caused the phys-

iological change along dimensions such as novelty, goal-alignment,

agency, coping potential, and availability of a plan (Cacioppo, Klein,

Berntson, & Hatfield, 1993; Duffy, 1962; Karsdorp, Kindt, Rietveld,

Everaerd, & Mulder, 2009; Ortony et al., 1988; Schachter & Singer,

1962; Valins, 1966).

Building on this research foundation, the fundamental question

addressed in this article is how affect influences learners’ metacog-

nitive judgments and performance. We conducted an experiment

that used a false-biofeedback methodology (Kirsch & Lynn, 1999;

Schachter & Singer, 1962; Valins, 1966) to induce physiological

arousal (and resultant affective states) by presenting learners with

audio stimuli of false heart beats that were either baseline, like

those that would be experienced if an individual was in a neutral

state, and accelerated, like those that would be experienced in a

moment of excitement or fear. In some trials we presented learners

with no auditory stimulus; these trials served as the control trials.

One key concept related to false biofeedback is the occurrence of

physiological alignment with the presented auditory stimulus. Pre-

vious research has demonstrated that participants’ physiological

responses will align with false heart rate biofeedback and false skin

conductance biofeedback (Ehlers, Margraf, Roth, Taylor, & Birbau-

mer, 1988; Holroyd et al., 1984; Lichstein & Hoelscher, 1989). That

is, when participants hear an accelerated heart rate, their own heart

A.C. Strain et al. / Contemporary Educational Psychology 38 (2013) 22–39 23
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rate increases, and when participants see a graph depicting an in-

crease in their skin conductance over time, their own skin conduc-

tance will increase. These responses, in turn, are associated with

the appraisal that one is in a state of elevated physiological arousal,

and a search for the cause of that arousal is initiated.

In the context of learning, there are two possible results of this

search for the cause of physiological arousal. It is possible that such

a search would direct attentional resources away from the learning

task and onto the cause of the arousal, which might impair learn-

ing. On the other hand, it is also possible that engaging in such a

search would cause a learner to more closely examine the events

leading up to the feeling of arousal, which might result in higher

metacognitive awareness.

As such, our goal of using false biofeedback was to examine how

appraisals of physiological feedback influence affective states,

metacognitive judgments, and performance (specifically, learning

outcomes). That is, we sought to determine whether the appraisal

of physiological arousal can influence shifts in learners’ self-

reported affect and the confidence with which metacognitive judg-

ments are made, and facilitate or impair learning. Because affective

states arise spontaneously and decay at varying intervals (D’Mello

& Graesser, 2011a), evaluating their relationship with such pro-

cesses can be murky and difficult to unveil. Therefore, although

we acknowledge that a potential limitation to the false-biofeedback

methodology is its lack of ecological validity, its usefulness in the

current research is its ability to uncover precise, experimentally

controlled relationships among affect, metacognition, and perfor-

mance. Using appraisal theories of emotion as a guide, we devel-

oped a number of hypotheses about the influence of false

biofeedback on self-reported affect, metacognitive judgments, and

performance.

2.1. Alarm vs. alert hypothesis

The alarm hypothesis predicted that false biofeedback would be

unpleasant or distracting, and thus would be associated with feel-

ings of high arousal and unpleasant affect, which would lead to less

confident metacognitive judgments and decreased performance

(Eysenck, Derekshan, Santos, & Calvo, 2007). The alert hypothesis

predicted that false biofeedback would be associated with feelings

of alertness, engagement, or interest, which would lead to more

confident metacognitive judgments and increased performance.

The alarm hypothesis is based on empirical findings that suggest

that physiological arousal will be appraised as being indicative of

something problematic, resulting in the experience of negative

affective states (Schwarz, 2000, 2011; Schwarz & Clore, 2003;

Schwarz & Skurnik, 2003). This negative affect can lead learners

to focus on negative self- and task-related information (Elliot &

Thrash, 2002; Linnenbrink & Pintrich, 2002; Linninbrink, 2007),

avoidance achievement goals (Pekrun, Elliot, & Maier, 2009;

Pekrun, Frenzel, Goetz, & Perry, 2007), and decreased performance

(Church, Elliot, & Gable, 2001; Eysenck et al., 2007; Zeidner, 2007).

Negative affect can also impact metacognitive judgments (Efklides

& Petkaki, 2005), such as making learners less confident in their

current understanding of a topic or in their performance following

an evaluation. Hence, according to the alarm hypothesis, partici-

pants should appraise false biofeedback as an indication that they

are in a negative affective state, which would lead them to report

high physiological arousal and negative valence, make less confident

metacognitive judgments, and achieve lower performance, com-

pared to when they received no biofeedback.

Although an extensive body of research on test-anxiety has

demonstrated that learners often equate elevated arousal with

stress or anxiety (Pekrun, Goetz, Titz, & Perry, 2002; Schutz & Pek-

run, 2007; Zeidner, 2007), an alternate position is that physiological

arousal can elicit positive feelings such as interest or engagement.

This possibility was the foundation for the alert hypothesis. Accord-

ing to this hypothesis, participants would make the appraisal that

arousal was an indication that they were alert, engaged, and inter-

ested in the learning task. These states, in the context of learning,

are indicative of positive activating affective states (Pekrun,

2010). Considerable empirical research has demonstrated that

positive affect can facilitate decision making (Fredrickson &

Branigan, 2005; Isen, 2010), enhance problem solving (Clore,

1992; Fredrickson, 2001; Isen, 2004), encourage the adoption of

performance-approach and mastery goals (Pekrun et al., 2002,

2009), and improve performance (Zeidner, 2007). As it relates to

metacognition, positive affect can cue learners that their learning

is under control, meaning they might feel that the material is com-

prehensible, that a sufficient understanding of the topic has been

attained, and that they are capable of performing well on a subse-

quent evaluation (Efklides, 2006; Schwarz & Clore, 2003). There-

fore, the alert hypothesis predicted that when participants

received false biofeedback, they would self-report high physiologi-

cal arousal and positive valence, makemore confidentmetacognitive

judgments, and achieve higher learning performance, compared to

when they received no feedback.

2.2. Differential biofeedback hypothesis

In addition to the alarm and alert hypotheses, it is also possible

that different levels of false biofeedback might lead to different

trajectories of affect, metacognition, and performance. It is possible

that (in line with the alarm hypothesis) accelerated biofeedback

might lead to appraisals of distress or anxiety, or could distract

attentional resources away from the learning task and onto partic-

ipants’ physiological arousal and affective states, which would

result in negative metacognitive judgments and poor performance.

In contrast, (and in line with the alert hypothesis) baseline biofeed-

back might cue participants that the learning activity is going well

and that physiological arousal is low (i.e., My heart is not racing,

which means I am calm, so I must be understanding this material).

These appraisals, in turn, might lead to positive metacognitive

judgments and high performance. As such, the differential biofeed-

back hypothesis predicts that affective states, metacognitive judg-

ments, and learning performance will differ significantly when

participants are presented with accelerated vs. baseline biofeed-

back.

2.3. Question depth hypothesis

Aspects of the task are also expected to influence how perceived

physiological arousal impacts affect, metacognition, and perfor-

mance. In particular, there is a question of whether learners react

differently to false biofeedback when they read a text and have

to answer a difficult question about that text, rather than an easier

question. To examine this issue, we presented learners with text

based questions, which were conceptually simple and required

shallow understanding of the topic, and inference questions, which

required a deep conceptual understanding of the topic in order to

be answered correctly (Graesser, Ozuru, & Sullins, 2010; Graesser &

Person, 1994). Our prediction, called the question depth hypothesis,

was that we would observe the strongest effects of false biofeed-

back when learners were asked to answer inference questions,

since these questions contain within them potentially affectively-

charged factors such as difficult phrasing, long or unfamiliar words,

and varying levels of abstractness. Any effect of false biofeedback

would be diminished when learners were asked to answer a text

based question, since these questions could be answered by simply

locating a key sentence within each text and, therefore, are inher-

ently less anxiety-provoking.

24 A.C. Strain et al. / Contemporary Educational Psychology 38 (2013) 22–39
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2.4. Self vs. recording hypothesis

One final question pertains to whether learners must actually

believe that false biofeedback is indicative of their own physiolog-

ical arousal in order to experience positive or negative affect. That

is, must they believe that they are hearing their own heart beat,

rather than a false heart beat intended to be perceived as their

own? Although a considerable amount of research (Ehlers et al.,

1988; Holroyd et al., 1984; Lichstein & Hoelscher, 1989) has indi-

cated that actual physiological arousal will align with intended

arousal from the false biofeedback manipulations, an alternative

view is that alignment might fail to occur. Learners might detect

a mismatch between their own physiological arousal and the false

biofeedback being presented, which may cause them to believe

that the false biofeedback was, in fact, false (i.e., this has got to be

a recording). If this is the case, how might learners’ affective states,

metacognitive judgments, and learning performance be affected

(if they are affected at all)? To test this question, we conducted a

second experiment in which participants in one condition were

explicitly informed that the biofeedback was a recording and was

in no way an indication of their own physiological arousal. Partic-

ipants in the second condition, similar to participants in Experi-

ment 1, were instructed that the biofeedback was indicative of

their physiological arousal. The hypothesis, which we call the self

vs. recording hypothesis, was that there would be significant differ-

ences between learners who believed that the false biofeedback to

their own heart beat and learners who knew that the false biofeed-

back was fake.

3. Experiment 1

3.1. Method

3.1.1. Participants

Fifty undergraduate students from a large urban university in

the US participated in this experiment. The participants’ mean

age was 23.3 years (SD = 7.13), and there were 34 females (68%)

in the sample. There were 54% Caucasians, 44% African Americans,

and 2% were Hispanic. All participants received $20 for participat-

ing in the experiment.

3.1.2. Design

The experiment used a 3 (Biofeedback: Accelerated, Baseline,

and No biofeedback) � 2 (Question Type: Text based and Infer-

ence) within-subjects design.

3.1.3. Stimuli and software

A linearly-structured self-paced instructional system described

in D’Mello, Lehman, and Person (2011) presented multimedia con-

tent comprised of 24 slides about the human circulatory system

(see Fig. 1). The interface was composed of a large window for pre-

senting content (on the left), and a smallwindowwhereparticipants

could respond to prompts and answer questions (on the right).

Participants received accelerated false biofeedback for eight

randomly selected slides, baseline false biofeedback for another

eight randomly selected slides, and no false biofeedback for the

remaining eight slides. The type of false biofeedback (accelerated,

baseline, or control) was randomly presented across trials. Our

rationale for presenting false biofeedback randomly (rather than

in blocks) stemmed from the concern that hearing one type of false

biofeedback for a block of eight consecutive trials might seem

unnatural and cue participants that the biofeedback was not indic-

ative of their own arousal. The random presentation of false bio-

feedback was assumed to be more reflective of the natural shifts

in physiological processes that often occur throughout a lengthy

learning episode.

The two auditory stimuli used in this experiment were pre-

sented binaurally through headphones. During accelerated trials,

participants heard a digital recording of an accelerated human

heart beat (approximately 100 BPM), and during baseline trials,

they heard a digital recording of a resting human heart beat

(approximately 70 BPM). During control trials, no auditory stimu-

lus was presented. These stimuli were initiated when participants

opened a content slide and the audio streamed continuously until

they navigated away from the slide by clicking a navigational

arrow at the bottom of the screen.

3.1.4. Apparatus

A Reebok™ Fit Watch 10 s strapless heart rate monitor was

worn around participants’ non-dominant wrist. This heart rate

monitor was designed to detect and display the wearer’s heart rate.

However, because previously-recorded accelerated and baseline

heart beats were presented to participants (rather than their own

heart beat), this function was not used for this experiment. The

purpose of the watch was simply to cause participants to believe

that their heart beat was being recorded and presented back to

them during the session.

3.1.5. Paper and pencil materials

The Affect Grid (Russell, Weiss, & Mendelsohn, 1989) is a vali-

dated measure of affect with adequate reliability (Cronbach’s a
score of .85), convergent validity (correlations of .90 or higher with

similar scales of affect), and discriminant validity (correlations of

.20 or less with dissimilar scales of affect). It is a single item affect

measurement instrument consisting of a 9 � 9 (valence � arousal)

grid; these are the primary dimensions that underlie affective

experiences (Barrett, 2009). The arousal dimension ranges from

low arousal/sleepy (1) to high arousal/active (9), while the valence

dimension ranges from unpleasant feelings (1) to pleasant feelings

(9). Participants indicated their current affective state by marking

an X at the appropriate location on the grid (see Fig. 2).

3.1.6. Content covered in the session

The multimedia content presented in the learning session con-

sisted of 24 slides about the human circulatory system. Each slide

contained a passage of text and a corresponding diagram. The pas-

sages were similar in length, with an average of 82.3 (SD = 19.7)

words per slide. They had a Flesch-Kincaid score of 9.0. The corre-

sponding diagrams were presented adjacent to the text and pro-

vided illustrative examples of the content being presented on each

slide.

Either a text based (i.e., What is a primary role of the circulatory

system?) or inference question (i.e., With age, the aortic valve some-

times accumulates deposits of calcium, the valve becomes stiffened,

and the opening narrows. What might be an effect of this situation?)

was presented along with each slide, and participants were pro-

vided with four multiple choice foils for answering each question.

These four foils consisted of the target (the correct response to the

question), a near-miss (an option that sounded correct but was

not), a thematic miss (an option that followed the theme of the

content but was not actually related to the question) and a miss

(an option that was not at all related). Participants answered each

question by selecting one of these four options. Text based ques-

tions had an acceptable reliability, with a Chronbach’s alpha of

0.72. Inference questions had a somewhat lower, but acceptable,

reliability (a = .64).

3.1.7. Manipulation check

A manipulation check was developed to determine whether

participants believed that the false biofeedback was indicative of

A.C. Strain et al. / Contemporary Educational Psychology 38 (2013) 22–39 25
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their own physiological arousal, or whether they were conscious of

the fact that the false biofeedback was indeed false and, thus, was

not indicative of their physiological arousal. The assumption of this

manipulation check was that if participants reported believing that

the false biofeedback was their own, then we could reasonably

infer that physiological alignment did in fact occur, and thus, that

our manipulation had the intended effect. At the conclusion of the

experiment, participants engaged in a verbal interview with the

researcher. There was a concern that directly asking participants

whether they believed the heart beats they heard were their own

might bias their response. Thus, participants were told, ‘‘Sometimes

the audio gets messed up on these computers and causes the heart

beats participants hear during the experiment to be a little delayed. I

have another participant coming in after you and will need to calibrate

the system if it’s not working properly. Did you think that the heart

beats you heard during the experiment were generally correct? I mean,

for example, if you heard a fast heart beat did you think your heart

really was beating fast?’’ Participants responded verbally to this

question, and their responses were recorded by the experimenter.

3.1.8. Procedure

Participants were tested individually in a 1.5 h session. After

completing some demographic measures, participants read the

prescribed instructions for using the Affect Grid (see Russell

et al., 1989). Next, participants were instructed to strap the wrist-

watch around their non-dominant wrist before beginning the

learning session. Participants were instructed that throughout

the learning session their heart rate would be collected via the

Fig. 1. Screen shot of the learning environment.

High Arousal

fearful excited

Q4 Q1
happy

Positive Valence

Q3 Q2 relaxed

depressed calm

Negative Valence

sad

anxious

Low Arousal

Fig. 2. The Affect Grid (Russell et al., 1989) divided into four quadrants. The X axis represents the dimension of valence, ranging from negative to positive. The Y-axis

represents the dimension of arousal, ranging from low to high. Positive affect states are in Q1 and Q2, and negative states are in Q3 and Q4. Words in italics indicate possible

locations of specific affective states.
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wristwatch and transmitted wirelessly to a sensor mounted on the

desk beside them. The experimenter explained that a program in-

stalled on the computer would collect, record, and randomly pres-

ent their heart rate through headphones during some trials. Before

beginning the session, the experimenter stated, ‘‘The program is

designed to only present your heart rate to you while you are read-

ing a content slide. This means that you will begin hearing your

heart rate when you navigate to a content slide, and will cease to

hear it when you navigate away. Remember that you will not hear

your heart rate in every trial, so do not fret if you open a content

slide and do not hear anything. That is completely normal. Every-

one’s heart rate is different, and yours might fluctuate throughout

the experiment. If at any time hearing your heart rate makes you

anxious or uncomfortable, please alert the experimenter.’’

The learning session took place over 24 trials, with each trial

consisting of multiple steps. First, participants viewed either a text

based or inference question related to the content. At this time par-

ticipants were not shown the four multiple choice options for

answering the question. After reading the question, participants

were asked to make an ease of learning (EOL) judgment. That is,

they were asked to indicate how easily they could learn the mate-

rial required to answer the question they had just seen. Partici-

pants made this judgment on a six-item scale ranging from 1

(I strongly feel this will be difficult to learn) to 6 (I strongly feel this

will be easy to learn).

Next, participants had as much time as desired to read the con-

tent and study the correspondingdiagramon thecontent slide.Upon

opening the content slide, the learning environment presented

either accelerated, baseline, or no biofeedback through participants’

headphones. This false biofeedback played continuously until par-

ticipants navigated away from the slide, and terminated as soon as

the next slide appeared.

When participants navigated to the next slide, they were

prompted to indicate howwell they understood what they had just

read by making a judgment of learning (JOL) on a six item scale

ranging from 1 (I strongly feel I do not understand) to 6 (I strongly

feel I understand). Following the JOL prompt, the text based or infer-

ence question was presented again and participants were

prompted to answer the question by selecting one of the four mul-

tiple choice foils. Next, participants were prompted to rate the

accuracy of their answer by making a retrospective confidence

judgment (RCJ) on a six-item scale ranging from 1 (I strongly feel

my answer was incorrect) to 6 (I strongly feel my answer was correct).

For the final step in each trial, participants were prompted to self-

report their current level of valence and arousal on the Affect Grid.

The completion of the Affect Grid marked the end of one trial. This

multi-step process occurred for all 24 trials within the self-paced

learning session.

It should be noted that there was a concern that presenting

false-biofeedback continuously throughout each trial would cause

carry-over effects from trial to trial. As such, we felt that it was

important to only present false biofeedback while participants

were reading the learning materials. Because several tasks were

completed between the termination of false biofeedback in one

trial and the beginning of the next trial (i.e., JOL, answering the

question, RCJ, Affect Grid), we felt that the carry-over effect was

unlikely. To confirm this assumption, we correlated arousal and

valence on trial N with arousal and valence on trial N + 1 when

there was a change in biofeedback between trials and found no sig-

nificant correlations, suggesting that carry-over was not a major

concern.

A heart rate recognition task was administered upon completion

of the experiment. This task was intended ensure that participants

were able to differentiate between accelerated and baseline false

biofeedback. Participants were randomly presented with 5-s sam-

ples of accelerated and baseline false biofeedback (five accelerated

and five baseline). They were instructed to listen to each sample

and determine which type of biofeedback they just heard by click-

ing a button labeled either accelerated or baseline. All 50 partici-

pants correctly identified all 10 samples. Lastly, all participants

engaged in the verbal interview with the researcher to ensure that

the experimental manipulation was successful, and were subse-

quently debriefed.

3.2. Results

Our analyses examined the effect of false biofeedback and ques-

tion type on learners’ affective states, metacognitive judgments, and

performance. Participants’ scores along the arousal and valence

dimensions on the Affect Grid were used as a measure of their

affective states. The metacognitive judgments examined were par-

ticipants’ ease of learning judgments, judgments of learning, and

retrospective confidence judgments. We examined participants’

accuracy on the multiple-choice questions as a measure of their

performance. Descriptive statistics for these variables can be found

in Table 1. A Bonferroni correction was applied to all analyses, and

an alpha level of 0.05 was adopted for significance testing for all

subsequent analyses unless specified otherwise.

3.2.1. Manipulation check

Of the 50 participants in the study, 46 participants (92%)

reported that they believed the heart beats they heard were cor-

rect, indicating that they believed the false biofeedback was indic-

ative of their own physiological arousal. Believing that the false

biofeedback was a reflection of one’s own heart rate was the essen-

tial component of the experimental manipulation. As such, partic-

ipants who reported being skeptical of the false biofeedback were

excluded from analysis, yielding a sample size of 46 participants.

3.2.2. Affective states

Affect theories posit that arousal and valence are interrelated in

a highly complex and inextricable fashion (Linninbrink, 2007;

Russell, 1980, 2003). As such, we conducted a 3 � 2 repeated mea-

sures multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) to first evaluate

the overall effect of false biofeedback and question type on valence

and arousal together. For each of the following analyses, false-bio-

feedbackwill be referred to as biofeedback, and the type of question

participants were asked to answer (text based or inference) will be

referred to as QT.

The multivariate model revealed a significant main effect of bio-

feedback, Wilks’ k = 0.853, F(4,178) = 4.03, partial g2 = 0.077, on

valence and arousal jointly. There was also a significant effect of

QT, Wilks’ k = 0.532, F(2,44) = 21.15, partial g2 = 0.486. There was

no significant biofeedback � QT interaction. Because the overall

model was significant, subsequent univariate analyses of variance

(ANOVAs) were examined to evaluate the effect of biofeedback

and question type on arousal and valence separately.

3.2.2.1. Arousal. We found a significant main effect for biofeedback

onparticipants’ reported arousal, F(2,90) = 7.65,MSE = 0.443, partial

g2 = 0.135. Bonferroni post hoc tests indicated that participants

reported significantly more arousal when they heard accelerated

(M = 5.28, SD = 1.32, d = 0.30), or baseline biofeedback (M = 5.34,

SD = 1.47, d = 0.32), than when they heard no biofeedback (M =

4.88, SD = 1.38) (Accelerated = Baseline > Control).We also found a

significant main effect for QT, F(1,45) = 6.92, MSE = 0.704, partial

g2 = 0.124, with participants reporting significantly more arousal

when they were asked to answer an inference question (M = 5.27,

SD = 1.48) than a text based question (M = 5.02, SD = 1.27),

d = 0.18. There was no significant biofeedback � QT interaction.
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3.2.2.2. Valence. We failed to find a significant main effect for

biofeedback, or a significant biofeedback � QT interaction, indicat-

ing that biofeedback had no significant impact on participants’

experience of positive or negative states. We did find a significant

main effect for QT, F(1,45) = 41.5, MSE = 0.693, partial g2 = 0.458,

which indicated that participants experienced more positive va-

lence when they were asked to answer a text based question

(M = 6.40, SD = 0.982) rather than a difficult inference question

(M = 5.81, SD = 0.994), d = 0.60.

3.2.2.3. Mapping valence and arousal on the Affect Grid. We mapped

the combination of participants’ self-reported valence and arousal

onto the Affect Grid to explore how they jointly differed across

accelerated, baseline, and no biofeedback. The Affect Grid, which

is derived from Russell’s (1980) Circumplex model of affect, is di-

vided into four quadrants, each representing a different combina-

tion of valence and arousal (see Fig. 2). For example, the top-

right quadrant represents High Arousal/Positive Valence and a pro-

totypical affective state that might be classified in this quadrant is

excitement or joy. The bottom-right quadrant, on the other hand,

represents Low Arousal/Positive Valence. An affective state that

might be represented in this quadrant is relaxation or calmness.

In our sample, as Fig. 3 demonstrates, participants’ valence and

arousal mapped onto the High Arousal/Positive Valence quadrant

(Q1) when they received accelerated and baseline biofeedback.

When they received no biofeedback, their self-reported valence

remained positive (above neutral), but their arousal dropped below

neutral, which placed their combined valence and arousal in the

Low Arousal/Positive Valence quadrant (Q2).

In order to statistically test whether false biofeedback caused a

change in participants’ affect (i.e., change from the neutral state),

we computed the Euclidian distance between self-reported affect

(a point in the valence-arousal space) from the neutral point (coor-

dinates [5,5] on the Affect Grid) during the accelerated, baseline,

and no biofeedback trials. A one-factor repeated measures ANOVA

yielded a significant main effect for biofeedback, F(2,44), MSE =

0.255, partial g2 = 0.116. A Bonferroni post hoc test revealed that

participants’ Euclidean distance from neutral was significantly

greater for accelerated (M = 1.84, SD = 0.968, d = 0.33) and baseline

trials (M = 1.82, SD = 0.981, d = 0.31) than control trials (M = 1.52,

SD = 0.944). There were no differences in Euclidean distance be-

tween accelerated and baseline trials. This finding demonstrates

that althoughwe failed to find a significantmain effect for false bio-

feedback on valence, our manipulation did evoke significant shifts

from the neutral state. Specifically, during false biofeedback trials,

participants’ affective states mapped onto the positive activating

quadrant of the Affect Grid, while during control trials theymapped

onto the positive deactivating quadrant.

3.2.3. Metacognitive judgments

We conducted separate repeated measures ANOVAs for each of

the three metacognitive judgments reported by participants across

all 24 trials within the learning session. Because EOL judgments

occurred prior to the presentation of false biofeedback, we con-

ducted a one-way repeated measures ANOVA to compare only

the effect of QT on participants’ EOL judgments. We conducted a

3 � 2 (biofeedback � QT) repeated measures ANOVA to compare

the effect of biofeedback and QT on participants’ JOLs and RCJs.

Descriptive data for each of these variables is presented in Table 1.

Table 1

Descriptive statistics for dependent variables (Experiment 1).

Text-based question Inference question

Accelerated Baseline Control Accelerated Baseline Control

M (SD) M (SD) M (SD) M (SD) M (SD) M (SD)

Affective

Arousal 5.36 (1.61) 5.34 (1.38) 5.11 (1.75) 5.10 (1.22) 5.20 (1.63) 4.76 (1.23)

Valence 6.41 (1.18) 6.38 (1.19) 6.48 (1.07) 5.78 (1.37) 6.06 (1.19) 5.57 (1.12)

Metacognitive

EOL 4.71 (1.01) 4.72 (.891) 5.20 (.767) 4.39 (.912) 4.12 (1.08) 4.08 (1.01)

JOL 5.11 (.874) 5.28 (.679) 5.39 (.661) 4.70 (.871) 4.59 (.812) 4.28 (.939)

RCJ 5.41 (.551) 5.32 (.566) 5.35 (.789) 4.82 (.741) 4.50 (.632) 4.08 (.810)

Cognitive

Performance .847 (.213) .841 (.221) .852 (.243) .837 (.211) .736 (.199) .554 (.192)

Note: Performance scores indicate the proportion of correct answers out of all possible answers.
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Baseline

Control
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Fig. 3. Mean combined valence and arousal scores across biofeedback for inference questions (Experiment 1).
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3.2.3.1. Ease of learning judgments. The analysis of participants’ EOL

judgments indicated that there was a significant main effect for QT,

F(1,45) = 75.1, MSE = 0.178, partial g2 = 0.605. Bonferroni post hoc

analyses revealed that participants made significantly higher EOL

judgments for text based questions (M = 4.80, SD = 0.792) than

inference questions (M = 4.10, SD = 0.943), d = 0.81. That is, partic-

ipants believed that content associated with text based questions

would be significantly easier to learn than content associated with

inference questions.

3.2.3.2. Judgments of learning. We failed to find a significant main

effect of biofeedback on participants’ JOLs. However, we did find a

significant effect for QT, F(1,45) = 145.1, MSE = 0.278, partial

g2 = 0.748, revealing that participants made significantly higher

JOLs when they answered text based questions (M = 5.30, SD =

0.662) than inference questions (M = 4.50, SD = 0.775), d = 1.12.

We also found a significant biofeedback � QT interaction,

F(2,44) = 16.39, MSE = 0.189, partial g2 = 0.25 (see Fig. 4). Bonfer-

roni post hoc analyses revealed that for text based questions, par-

ticipants made significantly higher JOLs when they heard no

biofeedback or baseline biofeedback compared to when they heard

accelerated biofeedback, (Control = Baseline > Accelerated). For

inference questions we found the opposite pattern. That is, partic-

ipants made significantly higher JOLs when they heard accelerated

or baseline biofeedback than when they heard no biofeedback

(Baseline = Accelerated > Control). Therefore, it seems that the

effect of false biofeedback on JOLs was influenced by question type.

3.2.3.3. Retrospective confidence judgments. For participants’ RCJs,

we found a significant main effect for biofeedback, F(2,44) = 11.5,

MSE = 0.342, partial g2 = 0.190. Bonferroni post hoc tests indicated

that participants were significantly more confident in the accuracy

of their answers when they heard accelerated biofeedback

(M = 5.12, SD = 0.584) than when they heard baseline biofeedback

(M = 4.91, SD = 0.512), d = 0.38, which, in turn, was greater than

when they received no biofeedback (M = 4.72, SD = 0.647),

d = 0.67 (Accelerated > Baseline > Control). The effect of QTwas also

significant, F(1,45) = 217.2,MSE = 0.275, partial g2 = 0.81, with par-

ticipants reporting significantly higher RCJs when they answered a

text based question (M = 5.36, SD = 0.454) than an inference ques-

tion (M = 4.47, SD = 0.587), d = 1.69.

We also found a significant biofeedback � QT interaction,

F(2,44) = 10.9,MSE = 0.331, partialg2 = 0.183 (see Fig. 5). Bonferroni

post hoc tests revealed thatwhenparticipantswere asked to answer

a text based question, their RCJs did not differ significantly across

accelerated, baseline, or no false biofeedback (Accelerated = Base-

line = Control). The interesting pattern (Accelerated > Baseline >

Control) only emerged when participants were asked to answer a

more conceptually challenging inference question.

3.2.4. Performance

A 3 � 2 repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to compare

the effect of biofeedback and QT on participants’ performance. We

found a significant main effect of biofeedback, F(2,44) = 14.2,

MSE = 0.032, partial g2 = 0.225. Post hoc tests revealed an Acceler-

ated = Baseline > Control pattern, indicating that participants per-

formed significantly better when they heard accelerated (M =

0.83, SD = 0.19, d = 0.80) or baseline biofeedback (M = 0.79,

SD = 0.14, d = 0.62) than when they heard no biofeedback at all

(M = 0.70, SD = 0.15). We also found a significant effect for QT,

F(1,45) = 28.9, MSE = 0.047, partial g2 = 0.371, with participants

performing significantly better on text based questions (M = 0.84,

SD = 0.15) than inference questions (M = 0.71, SD = 0.16), d = 0.84.

There was a significant biofeedback � QT interaction as well,

F(2,44) = 15.7,MSE = 0.33, partial g2=.243(see Fig. 6). Similar to the

findings from participants’ RCJs, this interaction revealed that when

participants were asked to answer a text based question their learn-

ing performance did not differ significantly across the three types of

biofeedback (Accelerated = Baseline = Control). However, when

they were asked to answer an inference question, participants’

learning performance did significantly differ, with scores signifi-

cantly higher when participants heard accelerated or baseline

biofeedback compared to no biofeedback (Accelerated = Baseline >

Control).

3.2.5. Relationships among key dependent variables

Thus far, we have examined the effect of false biofeedback and

question type on learners’ affect, metacognition, and performance.

However, a broader goal of this research also involved understand-

ing how these complex processes interact during learning. We ad-

dressed this goal by conducting canonical correlation analyses

using 10 metacognitive and affective variables (Arousal, Valence,

Fig. 4. Means of participants’ JOLs by biofeedback and question type (Experiment

1).

Fig. 5. Means of participants’ RCJs by biofeedback and question type (Experiment

1).

Fig. 6. Means of participants’ performance by biofeedback and question type

(Experiment 1).
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EOLs, JOLs, and RCJs, for both text based and inference questions)

as predictors of the two learning outcome variables (mean learning

outcomes for text based and inference questions) to evaluate the

multivariate shared relationship between the two variable sets

across biofeedback conditions (see Table 2). For an extensive re-

view of how canonical correlations are conducted and interpreted,

see Sherry and Henson (2005).

3.2.5.1. Accelerated condition. The analysis for the accelerated con-

dition yielded two significant functions with squared canonical

correlations ðR2
c Þ of 0.70 and 0.36 respectively. Collectively, the full

model across both functions was statistically significant, Wilks’

k = 0.19, F(20,76) = 4.82, p < .001. Because Wilks’ k represents the

variance unexplained by the model, using the equation (1 � k)

yields the full model effect size as a r2 metric. Thus, for the com-

bined set of two canonical functions, the r2 type effect size was

0.81, which indicates that the full model explained a substantial

portion (81%) of the shared variance between the variable sets. Ta-

ble 2 presents the standardized canonical correlations for Func-

tions 1 and 2. The first column lists the predictor variables and

outcome variables that were included in the analysis. Variables with

correlations at and above 0.30 were determined to be relevant to

individual functions and the overall model, since 0.30 is considered

a moderate correlation (Cohen, 1988).

The pattern of correlations for Function 1 indicates that the rel-

evant outcome variable was performance on text based questions,

and all five text-based variables (EOL, JOL, RCJ, valence, arousal)

were relevant predictors. All of these variables shared the same

sign, indicating that they are all positively related. That is, in-

creases in these variables were associated with increased perfor-

mance on text based questions. Thus, Function 1 is indicative of

affective states, metacognitive judgments, and performance out-

comes that occur for text based questions.

For Function 2, we found that the relevant outcome variable

was performance on inference questions, and the relevant predic-

tor variables were JOLs, RCJs, and self-reported valence and arousal

for inference questions. Similar to Function 1, these variables all

shared a positive relationship with Function 2. Hence, the major

difference between Functions 1 and 2 appears to be the lack of

EOLs as a predictor for Function 2.

3.2.5.2. Baseline condition. Similar to the accelerated condition, the

analysis for the baseline condition yielded two significant func-

tions with squared canonical correlations of 0.52 and 0.31, respec-

tively. The full model was statistically significant, Wilks’ k = 0.33,

F(20,76) = 2.80, p < .01, with an r2 effect size of 0.67.

The canonical correlations for Function 1 indicate that the rele-

vant outcome variable was performance on text based questions,

and the relevant predictor variables were EOLs, JOLs, and RCJs for

text based questions. Thus, Function 1 seems to indicate that meta-

cognitive judgments but not affective states are predictive of learn-

ing outcomes for text based questions. The relevant outcome

variable for Function 2 was performance on inference questions,

and the predictor variables were EOLs and RCJs for inference ques-

tions. Thus, these results indicate that affect was not a significant

predictor of performance during baseline trials. Instead, only meta-

cognitive judgments significantly predicted performance.

3.2.5.3. Control condition. The control condition yielded two func-

tions with squared canonical correlations of 0.49 and 0.10, respec-

tively. The full model was statistically significant using the Wilks’

k = 0.47 criterion, F(20,76) = 1.77, p < .05, with an r2 type effect size

of 0.54. Function 1 accounted for a moderate portion of the vari-

ance (0.52). However, Function 2 accounted for only a small por-

tion of the variance (0.29), and was not statistically significant,

F(9,39) = 1.93, p > .05. Thus, Function 2 will not be discussed.

The canonical correlations for Function 1 indicate that the rele-

vant outcome variables were performance on text based and infer-

ence questions, and the relevant predictor variables were primarily

EOLs, JOLs and RCJs for text-based questions, and EOLs for infer-

ence questions. Thus, the control condition is unique in that there

is less of a distinction between text based and inference questions

on Function 1. This finding is interesting because it indicates that

when no biofeedback was presented the effect of question type

on participants’ affective states and metacognitive judgments

was not as strong. More importantly, our findings show that affect

did not appear to be a predictor of performance during control

trials.

3.3. Discussion

This experiment was designed to test three hypotheses about

the effect of biofeedback on participants’ affective states, metacog-

nitive judgments, and learning performance. In this section, we

will describe how the findings relate to each of these hypotheses

in turn.

Table 2

Canonical correlations for affective states and metacognitive judgments predicting performance (Experiment 1).

Measure Structure coefficients (rs)

Accelerated Baseline Control

Function 1 Function 2 Function 1 Function 2 Function 1 Function 2

Predictor

Text-based

Arousal .324 �.632 .178 .253 �.261 �.333

Valence .452 �.627 �.254 .012 �.208 .404

EOL .421 �.061 .321 .184 .351 �.260

JOL .368 �.074 .516 .103 .675 �.351

RCJ .687 .012 .644 �.598 .512 .198

Inference

Arousal .057 .382 .322 �.145 �.134 .104

Valence �.339 .497 �.249 .012 .132 .242

EOL .36 �.213 .102 .307 .389 .035

JOL �.252 .356 .243 .201 �.603 �.168

RCJ �.403 .764 �.404 .389 .109 �.155

Outcome

Perf. (TB) .972 .231 .927 �.383 .861 �.511

Perf. (INF) .297 .945 .336 .942 .546 .826

Note: Structure coefficients (rs) greater than 0.30 are in bold.
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Our findings provide moderate support for the alert hypothesis,

compared to the alarm hypothesis. Specifically, the results indi-

cated that when participants heard either accelerated or baseline

false biofeedback, they experienced more positive/activating

affective states compared to when they heard no biofeedback

and experienced a positive/deactivating states (see Fig. 3). Com-

pared to the no biofeedback control, participants made higher

JOLs and RCJs, and achieved higher performance, when they re-

ceived accelerated or baseline biofeedback. Interestingly, the ef-

fects of false biofeedback predominantly occurred when difficult

inference questions had to be answered, thereby providing some

support for the question depth hypothesis. There was no evidence

for the differential feedback hypothesis. The general finding that

affective states, metacognitive judgments, and performance dur-

ing accelerated and baseline trials differed significantly from con-

trol trials suggests that it was the mere presence of any false

biofeedback, rather than the type of false biofeedback, that

caused these effects.

The canonical correlations across the three biofeedback condi-

tions revealed some interesting findings about the relationship be-

tween the key dependent measures in this experiment. Of primary

interest was the fact that the most complex relationships among

key variables occurred when participants heard accelerated bio-

feedback. More specifically, although metacognitive judgments

were strong predictors of performance across all types of biofeed-

back, affective states were only relevant predictor variables in the

accelerated condition. This finding suggest that when participants

were presented with an accelerated heart rate, their affective states

were more likely to impact their performance on both text based

and inference questions than when they were presented with a

baseline or control heart rate. Importantly, the fact that the canon-

ical correlation coefficients for participants’ affective states and

performance in the accelerated model were all positive indicates

that affect was positively related to performance. Taken together,

our findings suggest that the perception of physiological arousal

can induce significant changes in learners’ self-reported affective

states, metacognitive judgments, and performance.

We were concerned that a potential limitation of Experiment 1

was that the Affect Grid, which measured participants’ affective

states, was presented at the end of each trial rather than immedi-

ately following the presentation of false biofeedback (i.e., immedi-

ately after studying the content slide and hearing an accelerated,

baseline, or no heart rate). Because false biofeedback was manipu-

lated in order to influence learners’ affect, a more defensible posi-

tion would be to require participants to complete the Affect Grid

immediately after the presentation of false biofeedback. To address

this issue, in Experiment 2 the Affect Grid was presented immedi-

ately following the presentation of false biofeedback, rather than at

the end each trial.

In addition, in Experiment 1 we made the assumption that

participants’ physiological arousal aligned with the presentation

of false biofeedback, and that participants appraised their phys-

iological arousal as being related to some aspect of the learning

task (i.e., My heart is beating fast because I must not understand

what I’m learning about). Our manipulation check indicated that

most participants did, in fact, believe the false biofeedback was

indicative of their own physiological arousal. However, four par-

ticipants did not believe they were hearing their own heart beat.

This raised an interesting question: Could a person hearing a

false heart rate, and knowing that it is false, still experience sali-

ent shifts in affective states and metacognitive judgments that

ultimately impact performance? To address this question, Exper-

iment 2 examined whether believing that false biofeedback is

one’s own heart beat is necessary for experiencing shifts in

these processes, or if shifts arise even in the absence of such

a belief.

4. Experiment 2

4.1. Method

4.1.1. Participants

Participants were 38 undergraduate students from a university

in the US. The participants’ mean age was 21.8 years (SD = 5.07),

and there were 23 females (61%) in the sample. Most participants

self-reported being Caucasian (56%) or African American (42%). All

participants received $20 for participating in the experiment.

4.1.2. Design

We used a mixed 2 (Biofeedback: accelerated, baseline, con-

trol) � 2 (QT: text-based, inference) � 2 (Biofeedback Belief: self,

other) design. In addition to the two within-subjects factors from

Experiment 1 (Biofeedback and QT), Experiment 2 also included

one between-subjects factor (Biofeedback Instruction: self vs.

recording) (see Section 4.1.4 below). Participants were randomly

assigned to either the self (n = 19) or recording (n = 19) condition.

4.1.3. Stimuli and software, apparatus, and material

The stimuli and software, apparatus, and materials were identi-

cal to Experiment 1. Similar to Experiment 1, type of false biofeed-

back (accelerated, baseline, or control) was presented randomly

across trials.

4.1.4. Procedure

The experimental procedure was similar to Experiment 1, with

two differences. First, as mentioned above, the Affect Grid was pre-

sented immediately following the presentation of false biofeed-

back, rather than at the end of each trial. Second, participants

were randomly assigned to either the self condition or the recording

condition. Participants in the self condition wore the Reebok™

heart rate monitor and were given the same instructions that were

given to all participants in Experiment 1. Participants in the record-

ing condition did not wear the monitor. These participants were in-

formed that throughout the experiment they would hear a

previously recorded, manually created auditory stimulus pre-

sented during particular trials. The main difference between the

two conditions was that participants in the self condition presum-

ably appraised the false biofeedback as being indicative of their

own heart rate. On the other hand, participants in the recording

condition presumably appraised the false biofeedback as being

indicative of something or someone other than themselves (i.e.,

that the heart rate was previously recorded and had nothing to

do with their own physiological arousal).

4.2. Results

We conducted a series of 3 � 2 � 2 (biofeedback � QT � Bio-

feedback Instruction) mixed ANOVAs and MANOVAs to examine

the effect of these variables on participants’ affective states, meta-

cognitive judgments, and performance. We found no significant

main effect or interactions involving Biofeedback Instruction in

any of the analyses, indicating that believing that false biofeedback

is indicative of one’s own heart beat is not necessary in order to

experience shifts in affective and metacognitive, processes and

performance.

There was a concern that our sample size was not sufficiently

large to detect significant differences between the self and record-

ing conditions. In order to explore this possibility, we examined ef-

fect sizes associated with the main effect of biofeedback on key

dependent variables. As Table 3 indicates, the effect sizes for most

dependent variables were consistently small. Given these small ef-

fects, it is unlikely that power is an issue, because hundreds of par-
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ticipants would be needed to detect these differences. For instance,

a power analysis indicated that a sample of 1652 would be needed

to detect the effect size of .069 for JOLs (power = .80, a = .05, for a

two-tailed independent samples t-test). Arousal was the only mea-

sure that yielded a small to medium effect size (d = .41). A post hoc

power analysis indicated that achieved power to detect this .41 sig-

ma effect with a two-tailed independent samples t-test was .24.

This is well below the recommended value of 0.80 (Cohen, 1992).

With the exception of arousal, the self and recording conditions

were incredibly similar on all other measures; thus, the subse-

quent discussion focuses only on the within-subjects effects of bio-

feedback and QT on the entire sample (N = 38). Descriptive data for

these analyses is presented in Table 4, and replication patterns be-

tween the Experiment 1 and 2 are shown in Table 5.

4.2.1. Affective states

A 3 � 2 repeated measures MANOVAwas conducted to examine

the effect of false biofeedback on self-reported arousal and valence

jointly. Similar to Experiment 1, this analysis revealed a significant

main effect of feedback, Wilks’ k = 0.81, F(4,146) = 4.12, partial

g2 = 0.10, and a significant main effect of question type, Wilks’

k = 0.68, F(2,36) = 6.76, partial g2 = 0.32.There was also a signifi-

cant biofeedback � QT interaction, Wilks’ k = 0.79, F(4,146) =

4.66, partial g2 = 0.11.

4.2.1.1. Arousal. Subsequent univariate analyses revealed that the

main effect of biofeedback was replicated in Experiment 2 for par-

ticipants’ self-reported arousal, F(2,36) = 6.85, MSE = 0.343, partial

g2 = 0.16 (Accelerated = Baseline > Control). However, we found no

significant main effect for QT, and no significant interaction. Rather

that providing details on the post hoc tests, the major patterns in

the data are summarized in Table 5. Patterns that replicated across

experiments are presented in bold.

4.2.1.2. Valence. Similar to Experiment 1, we found no significant

main effect for biofeedback on participants’ self-reported valence.

Consistent with Experiment 1, we found a significant main effect

for QT, F(1,37) = 17.2, MSE = 0.817, partial g2 = 0.324 (Text

based > Inference), and a significant false biofeedback � QT inter-

action, F(2,36) = 7.23, MSE = 0.614, partial g2 = 0.157.

4.2.1.3. Mapping valence and arousal on the Affect Grid. Similar to

Experiment 1, we mapped participants’ valence and arousal onto

the Affect Grid to explore how they differed across accelerated,

baseline, and no biofeedback (see Fig. 7). Consistent with Experi-

ment 1, we found that participants’ valence and arousal mapped

onto the High Arousal/Positive Valence quadrant (Q1) when they

received accelerated or baseline biofeedback, while mapping into

the Low Arousal/Positive Valence quadrant (Q2) when they heard

no biofeedback. After calculating each participants’ Euclidean dis-

tance from neutral, we conducted a one-factor repeated measures

ANOVA to determine if, like Experiment 1, Euclidean distance from

neutral differed significantly across accelerated, baseline, and no

biofeedback trials. Results of this analyses were significant,

F(2,36) = 8.23,MSE = 0.182. A Bonferroni post hoc test revealed

that participants’ Euclidean distance from neutral was significantly

greater for accelerated (M = 1.54, SD = 0.858, d = 0.34) and baseline

trials (M = 1.59, SD = 0.932, d = 0.38) than control trials (M = 1.24,

SD = 0.928). Thus, findings in Experiment 2 replicated findings

from Experiment 1.

4.2.2. Metacognitive judgments

4.2.2.1. Ease of learning judgments. As in Experiment 1, we found a

significant main effect for QT on participants’ EOL judgments,

F(1,37) = 70.34, MSE = 0.186, partial g2 = 0.655 (Text Based > Infer-

ence). The main effect for biofeedback, and the biofeedback � QT

interaction were not tested since EOLs occurred before the presen-

tation of biofeedback.

4.2.2.2. Judgments of learning. Our findings for participants’ JOLs

were identical for our findings from Experiment 1. We failed to find

a significant main effect for biofeedback, yet we did find a signifi-

cant main effect for QT, F(1,37) = 79.7, MSE = 0.284, partial

g2 = 0.68, (Text Based > Inference), and a significant biofeed-

back � QT interaction, F(2,36) = 7.87, MSE = 0.261, partial

g2 = 0.183. Bonferroni post hoc analyses indicated that, in line with

the overall trend from Experiment 1, biofeedback only had a signif-

icant effect on participants’ JOLs when they were asked to answer

an inference question, rather than a text based question (see

Table 4).

Table 3

Means, standard deviations, and effect sizes for main effects and interactions between

conditions.

Main effect (Condition)

Self Recording

M (SD) M (SD) d

Affective

Arousal 5.96 (.962) 5.63 (.592) .413

Valence

5.24 (1.30) 5.42 (.913) .160

Metacognitive

EOL 4.18 (.833) 4.31 (.812) .158

JOL 4.96 (.713) 4.81 (.610) .226

RCJ 4.97 (.444) 4.97 (.573) 0.00

Cognitive

Performance .791 (.109) .800 (.149) .069

Table 4

Descriptive statistics for dependent variables (Experiment 2).

Text-based question Inference question

Accelerated Baseline Control Accelerated Baseline Control

M (SD) M (SD) M (SD) M (SD) M (SD) M (SD)

Affective

Arousal 5.30 (1.38) 5.15 (1.31) 5.14 (1.45) 5.47 (1.22) 5.35 (1.39) 4.95 (1.09)

Valence 5.84 (.991) 5.79 (1.04) 6.30 (1.10) 5.31 (1.16) 5.79 (.981) 5.34 (1.13)

Metacognitive

EOL 4.74 (.889) 4.64 (.856) 5.03 (.759) 4.10 (.641) 3.93 (.929) 3.87 (.881)

JOL 5.16 (.871) 5.11 (.663) 5.37 (.564) 4.72 (.826) 4.67 (.864) 4.36 (.872)

RCJ 5.54 (.554) 5.29 (.534) 5.50 (.487) 4.61 (.884) 4.64 (.718) 4.32 (.864)

Cognitive

Performance .892 (.167) .856 (.185) .899 (.221) .824 (.283) .778 (.212) .592 (.209)

Note: Performance scores indicate the proportion of correct answers out of all possible answers.
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4.2.2.3. Retrospective confidence judgments. Unlike Experiment 1,

where we found a significant main effect for biofeedback on partic-

ipants’ RCJs, we found no significant main effect in Experiment 2.

However, the main effect of QT remained significant,

F(1,37) = 97.8, MSE = 0.489, partial g2 = 0.732, (Text Based > Infer-

ence), as well as the biofeedback � QT interaction, F(2,36) = 6.91,

MSE = 0.191, partial g2 = 0.16. Once again, as Table 4 indicates, post

hoc analyses revealed that the effect of false biofeedback was more

prevalent for inference questions than text based questions. Specif-

ically, although we found no significant effect of feedback on par-

ticipants’ RCJs for text based questions, we did find a significant

effect for inference questions, revealing the following pattern

Accelerated = Baseline > Control. This finding is a bit different from

the pattern we found in Experiment 1 (Accelerated > Base-

line > Control); however, RCJ’s in the experimental conditions were

greater than RCJ’s in the control condition in both experiments.

4.2.3. Performance

Results from participants’ scored responses on textbased and

inference questions were identical to Experiment 1. We found a

significant main effect for biofeedback, F(2,36) = 7.54, MSE = 0.03,

partial g2 = 0.172, (Accelerated = Baseline > Control). We also

found a significant main effect for QT, F(1,37) = 32.9, MSE = 0.04,

partial g2 = 0.474, (Text Based > Inference) and a significant false

biofeedback � QT interaction, F(2,36) = 9.84, MSE = 0.041, partial

g2 = 0.212. Similar to Experiment 1, Bonferroni post hoc analyses

revealed that participants’ performance only differed significantly

for inference questions (Accelerated = Baseline > Control).

4.3. Discussion

In Experiment 2 we sought to replicate our findings for the alert

vs. alarm, differential biofeedback, and question depth hypotheses.

We also tested the self vs. recording hypothesis to determine if it

was necessary for participants to believe that false biofeedback

was indicative of their own physiological arousal in order to expe-

rience shifts in affective states, metacognitive judgments, and per-

formance. Overall, similar to Experiment 1, we found moderate

support for the alert hypothesis. Participants experienced more po-

sitive activating affective states and achieved higher learning per-

formance when they were presented with false biofeedback than

when they were presented with no biofeedback. Although we

found no significant main effect of condition on participants’ JOLs

and RCJs, we found a significant condition � question type interac-

tion, which revealed that the effect of condition was strongly influ-

enced by the type of question participants were required to

answer. Also similar to Experiment 1, we failed to find support

for the differential biofeedback hypothesis, since there were gener-

ally no differences in affective states, metacognitive judgments,

and performance between accelerated and baseline trials.

Further, we found support for the question depth hypothesis,

since the effect of false biofeedback was most pronounced when

participants were asked to answer challenging inference questions.

Lastly, results indicated that the belief that false biofeedback is

indicative of one’s actual physiological arousal was not necessary

in order for these shifts to occur. That is, the mere presentation

of false biofeedback, regardless of participants’ beliefs, was suffi-

cient to impact affective states, metacognitive judgments, and per-

formance outcomes. Thus, findings from Experiment 2 do not

support the self vs. recording hypothesis. This finding warrants rep-

lication, however, because our sample was not sufficiently large to

detect significant differences between conditions. We are confi-

dent that this is not a critical issue due to the relatively small effect

sizes between conditions on all measures except arousal. There

was a medium effect between conditions for arousal, but we lacked

Table 5

Summary of replication patterns between Experiments 1 and 2.

Measure Alert hypothesis Alarm hypothesis Main effect (Condition) Condition � question type interaction

Text based Inference

Exp 1 Exp 2 Exp 1 Exp 2 Exp 1 Exp 2

Affective

Valence A > B = C A < B = C - - - - - -

Arousal A > B = C A > B = C A = B > C A = B > C A = B = C A = B = C A = B > C A = B > C

Metacognitive

JOL A > B = C A < B = C - - C = B > A A = C > B A = B > C A = B > C

RCJ A > B = C A < B = C A > B > C - A = B = C - A > B > C -

Cognitive

Performance A > B = C A < B = C A = B > C A = B > C A = B = C A = B = C A = B > C A = B > C

Note: Ease of learning judgments were excluded from this table because they occurred prior to the presentation of false biofeedback.
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Fig. 7. Mean combined valence and arousal scores across biofeedback for inference questions (Experiment 2).
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adequate power to detect this difference, so we cannot be sure that

participants in the self and recording conditions did not signifi-

cantly differ in their levels of arousal.

We also found that several key patterns from Experiment 1 rep-

licated in Experiment 2 (see Table 5). Specifically, we found that

biofeedback had a significant impact on learners’ self-reported

arousal, and yet, like Experiment 1, no significant impact on self-

reported valence. Although we found some small differences be-

tween Experiments 1 and 2 in the effect of biofeedback on partic-

ipants’ metacognitive judgments, many results replicated perfectly

between the two experiments. Similar to Experiment 1, partici-

pants made significantly higher EOLs, JOLs, and RCJs when they

were asked to answer a text-based question rather than an infer-

ence question. We also found that the effect of biofeedback on par-

ticipants’ metacognitive judgments (JOLs and RCJs) was most

pronounced for inference questions than text based questions.

We found that the main effect of biofeedback, and the biofeed-

back � QT interaction replicated perfectly for participants’ perfor-

mance between Experiments 1 and 2. Specifically, we found that

for inference questions participants performed significantly better

when they received accelerated or baseline biofeedback than when

they received no biofeedback, and that the effect of biofeedback

was more pronounced for difficult inference questions than text

based questions.

Canonical correlation analyses were not conducted on data

from Experiment 2 due to the relatively small sample size (n = 19

per condition) and large set of independent variables (10 overall),

which would not provide enough power for meaningfully inter-

preting the results. However, we feel that this is not a major limi-

tation because the goal of Experiment 2 was not to replicate

Experiment 1. Rather, the goal of Experiment 2 was to determine

whether beliefs about the relationship between false biofeedback

and actual physiological arousal influenced the effect of false bio-

feedback on participants’ affective states, metacognitive judg-

ments, and performance.

5. General discussion

In this section we discuss the extent to which the experimental

findings supported our hypotheses, discuss the theoretical and

practical implications of our findings, and present limitations and

future directions of this research.

5.1. Hypotheses, major findings, and implications

We examined the effect of false biofeedback and question type

on participants’ affective states, metacognitive judgments, and per-

formance during learning with multimedia. We tested several

hypotheses about the effect of biofeedback on each of these con-

structs. The alarm hypothesis predicted that false biofeedback

would lead participants to report high arousal and negative va-

lence, make significantly less confident metacognitive judgments,

and achieve lower learning performance. Conversely, the alert

hypothesis predicted that participants would report high arousal

and positive valence, make significantly more confident metacog-

nitive judgments, and achieve higher learning performance when

they were presented with false biofeedback. The differential feed-

back hypothesis predicted that accelerated and baseline biofeed-

back would have differential effects on learners’ affective states

and metacognitive judgments and learning performance. The ques-

tion depth hypothesis predicted that the effect of false biofeedback

would be most prominent for inference questions, since these

questions are more challenging than text based questions. Also,

in Experiment 2, the self vs. recording hypothesis examined

whether participants needed to believe that the false biofeedback

was indicative of their own physiological arousal in order to expe-

rience shifts in affective states, metacognitive judgments, and

performance.

The results from Experiments 1 and 2 supported the alert

hypothesis instead of the alarm hypothesis. Findings across both

experiments indicate that false biofeedback differed significantly

from the no biofeedback control, and was associated with High

Arousal/Positive Valence states, more confident metacognitive

judgments, and increased performance, compared to no biofeed-

back control. We found no support for the differential biofeedback

hypothesis, since there were generally no significant differences

in participants’ affective states, metacognitive judgments, and per-

formance between accelerated and baseline biofeedback trials.

Findings across both experiments supported the question depth

hypothesis, since the effects of false biofeedback were more preva-

lent when inference questions had to be answered.

Lastly, in Experiment 2 we found no support for the self vs.

recording hypothesis, indicating that participants did not need to

believe that the false biofeedback was indicative of their own phys-

iological states in order to experience shifts in their affective states,

metacognitive judgments, and performance. As discussed in the

Introduction, it appears that these findings offer support for the

occurrence of physiological alignment in the presence of false bio-

feedback. That is, it is perhaps likely that even when participants

were explicitly instructed that the false biofeedback was not indic-

ative of their physiological arousal, participants still may have

experienced physiological alignment with the feedback, which

may have been responsible for the shifts in affect, metacognition,

and performance. An alternative position is that there may have

been differences between the self vs. other condition for arousal,

but that issues of power prevented us from detecting these differ-

ences. It is impossible to explore this hypothesis because we did

not collect participants’ actual physiological arousal. This is a lim-

itation that will be subsequently discussed.

Overall, our findings suggest that false biofeedback is an effec-

tive method for manipulating affective states and metacognitive

judgments, and positively impacting learning performance, and

that perhaps the effects of false biofeedback are due primarily to

the increased monitoring caused by the presence of the stimulus,

rather than the type of stimulus. An alternative position is that per-

haps accelerated biofeedback and baseline biofeedback both had

facilitating effects on affect, metacognition, and performance, but

for different reasons. For example, results indicated that partici-

pants reported increased arousal in both accelerated and baseline

trials. Perhaps accelerated biofeedback increased arousal, which

was associated with feelings of engagement and improved perfor-

mance, but was also distracting and took participants’ attention

slightly away from the learning task. On the other hand, baseline

biofeedback might have increased arousal to a lesser extent, but

because baseline feedback is less distracting than accelerated feed-

back (since it is more akin to a regular heart rate), participants

might have more cognitive resources available to monitor their

learning and focus on the task.

An interesting topic for future research is to explore this ques-

tion further in order to determine what level of arousal is most

beneficial to learning, and what level of arousal is harmful. Yerkes

and Dodson (1908) concluded that arousal and performance are re-

lated via a task-moderated inverted-U curve, meaning that arousal

will generally facilitate performance until it has reached some un-

known threshold, at which point the arousal will become detri-

mental to performance. Current research on boredom and

anxiety in learning contexts offers support for this claim, since

boredom (a state in which arousal is too low) and anxiety (a state

in which arousal is too high) are both associated with decrements

in learning (Daniels, Stupnisky, et al., 2009; Daniels, Pekrun, et al.,

2009; Goetz et al., 2007; Harris, 2000; Hembree, 1988; Kass, Vod-
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anovich, Stanny, & Taylor, 2001; Pekrun et al., 2009; Zeidner,

2007). It is possible that flow, a state of intense engagement and

concentration, might occur when there is an optimal level of arou-

sal, caused by an appropriate balance between skills and challenge

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990, 1997; Pekrun, Goetz, Daniels, Stupnisky,

& Perry, 2010; Shernoff, Csikszentmihalyi, Schneider, & Scernoff,

2003). However, to our knowledge, researchers have yet to identify

the precise level of physiological or subjective arousal that is opti-

mal for learning, which is an issue that clearly deserves future

exploration.

Our findings also demonstrated that there are clear, identifiable

relationships between affect, metacognition, and performance, but

only for inference questions that require deep reasoning and

thought. Most existing theories on affect and learning (Boekaerts,

2001, 2011; Boekaerts et al., 2000; Pekrun et al., 2009) recognize

that affect plays an important role in the process of learning. How-

ever, many of these theories could be expanded to provide a clearer

picture of how affect influences self-regulation, behavior, and

learning performance. For example, existing theories and models

could be improved by offering an explanation of how affect relates

to other key processes that occur during learning, including its ef-

fect on: (1) integration of new information with prior knowledge,

(2) allocation of attentional resources to the learning task, (3)

metacognitive judgments regarding the perceived difficulty of

the task, learners’ emerging understanding, and their confidence

in their responses, (4) the appropriate (or inappropriate) allocation

of study-time, and (5) learning performance. Although the present

research does not address all of these issues, it does highlight some

of the important interactions between affective states, metacogni-

tive judgments, and performance during learning. Future research

directed toward refining and expanding existing theories of learn-

ing with multimedia (e.g., Mayer, 2009) should focus on determin-

ing if these results replicate across different topics (e.g., ecology,

computer literacy), student populations (such as middle- and

high-school students or adult learners), and learning tasks.

5.2. Educational implications

Our findings have a number of practical implications because

they suggest that learners’ affective states can significantly hinder

or facilitate performance during science learning. Science learning

is particularly challenging because learners are required to com-

prehend intricate, multi-level systems of relationships between

concepts that are often novel and unfamiliar (Azevedo, 2009). Sci-

ence learning with computerized environments, which requires

learners to integrate multiple instances of text and diagrams and

navigate hundreds of links, can make the learning experience even

more challenging, and learners may experience a vast array of

affective states during such learning episodes. These affective

experiences can be even more pronounced when the learner has

low domain knowledge about the topic, lacks interest, or has a pre-

disposition towards test anxiety. Further, girls may tend to experi-

ence more negative affect during computerized science learning,

since research has demonstrated that females tend to struggle with

STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) topics

more than males and tend to have negative attitudes toward sci-

ence (Jenkins & Nelson, 2005).

As such, it is important that our results serve to improve the de-

sign of computer-based learning environments such as multime-

dia, hypermedia, and intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) that are

intended to teach learners about difficult (and often anxiety-pro-

voking) science and math topics (Azevedo, Behnagh, Duffy, Harley,

& Trevors, 2012). There is a need for computerized learning envi-

ronments to be sensitive to the dynamic and complex processes

that occur during STEM learning in order to help learners acquire

knowledge in a manner that effectively coordinates cognition

and affect (D’Mello & Graesser, 2010; D’Mello, Picard, & Graesser,

2007). For example, ITSs that use pedagogical agents to scaffold

learners’ understanding of complex science topics might benefit

from the use of physiological and bodily measures that can detect

shifts in learners’ affective states in real-time. If a learner shifts to a

negative affective state (i.e., stress, boredom), a system that is sen-

sitive to these shifts could help learners: (1) become aware of such

states, and (2) transition out of these affective states by modeling,

prompting, and scaffolding appropriate self-regulatory processes.

How can computerized learning environments accurately re-

cord and assess learners’ affective states? Current research is being

conducted to determine if affect sensors embedded in ITSs can de-

tect the affective states that occur during learning (Conati & Macla-

ren, 2009; D’Mello, Craig, Sullins, & Graesser, 2006; D’Mello et al.,

2007; Forbes-Riley, Rotaru, & Litman, 2008; McQuiggan, Mott, &

Lester, 2008; Woolf et al., 2009). For example, D’Mello and col-

leagues have developed an ITS that detects and responds to bore-

dom, confusion, and frustration by monitoring contextual cues,

facial expressions, and body movements (posture) (D’Mello &

Graesser, 2010). Importantly, this affect-sensitive ITS yielded

impressive learning gains for struggling learners with low domain

knowledge when compared to a version of the ITS that was sensi-

tive to learners’ cognitive states but not their affective states.

There are still many unanswered questions regarding affect

during computerized learning. Once learner affect can be automat-

ically detected and assessed in situ during learning, how can ITSs

help learners monitor and regulate their affective states while they

learn? More importantly, can recognizing and regulating their af-

fect help learners become more metacognitively aware of their

emerging understanding of the topic, which may lead to more

meaningful learning? Answers to these questions would enhance

advances that have already been made in the area of cognitive

and metacognitive regulatory processes during computerized sci-

ence learning (e.g., Aleven, Roll, McLaren, & Koedinger, 2010; Azev-

edo & Strain, 2011; Azevedo et al., 2010).

Although answers to the questions raised above will require

further research and technological development, some relevant in-

sights can be gleaned from the present research. We have demon-

strated that there appear to be some merits to affect induction

during learning, and that the method of false biofeedback may be

a useful tool for inducing affective states during short (30 min to

1 h) learning episodes. For example, it might be the case that learn-

ers who are disinterested, unmotivated, or bored (states that usu-

ally are accompanied by low physiological arousal, negative affect,

and poor learning) (Pekrun et al., 2010), may profit from the pre-

sentation of false biofeedback (or a similar arousing stimulus) dur-

ing learning. Our findings demonstrate that false biofeedback is

associated with more positively valenced affect and higher arousal,

which in turn leads to more confident metacognitive judgments

and increased learning. Our findings demonstrate that false bio-

feedback may influence these effects even in learners who know

that the false heart rate is not indicative of their own physiological

arousal. This is a critical point because it implies that false biofeed-

back is a method of inducing affect which may lead to improved

learning performance without having to deceive learners (i.e., by

telling learners that they are hearing their own heart rate when

they are not), and without expensive equipment, or extensive

training on various methods to induce affective states.

5.3. Limitations and future directions

This research was limited by the typical challenges of studying

affect during learning. The biggest of these challenges is the fact

that affect is a complex construct with murky boundaries and sub-

stantial individual differences in expression and experience (Gross

& Barrett, 2011; Izard, 2007). In these experiments, abrupt changes
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in participants’ affective state during a single trial may have altered

their metacognitive judgments, which could have had a significant

impact on their performance. Our inability to detect these within-

trial shifts may have limited our ability to make process-pure infer-

ences regarding the effect of false biofeedback on metacognition

and performance. Further, both experiments were limited by their

use of only one assessment of learners’ affective states during the

learning session. The assessment of learners’ affect could have

been improved if we had collected self-reports on discrete affective

states such as boredom, engagement, frustration, confusion

throughout the session.

The method of inducing affective states was also associated

with some of its own challenges. One major limitation of the meth-

odology was our inability to ensure that induced affective states

from one trial did not persevere into the following trial. We at-

tempted to control for such carry-over effects by presenting many

tasks in between the presentation of biofeedback in one trial and

the beginning of the next trial. However, we cannot be completely

confident that such effects did not occur.

Another possible limitation is that physiological responses (i.e.,

heart rate and skin conductance) were not collected. Previous stud-

ies that have used false biofeedback methodologies suggest that

relying on self-reports (rather than self-reports and physiological

responses) is a defensible method, because (a) physiological arou-

sal has been shown to align with false biofeedback (Ehlers et al.,

1988; Holroyd et al., 1984; Lichstein & Hoelscher, 1989), and (b)

self-reports of affective experiences tend to correlate with false

biofeedback and actual physiological arousal (Barefoot & Straub,

1971; Gatchel, Korman, Weiss, Smith, & Lewis, 1978; Harris & Jel-

lison, 1971; Kirsch & Lynn, 1999; Ma-Kellams, Blascovich, &

McCall, 2012; McKinney & Gatchel, 1982; Palace, 1995; Valins,

1966). In fact, following the publication of several empirical studies

in the 1970s that reported the strong correlation among false bio-

feedback, actual physiological arousal, and self-report affective

experiences, Harris and Katkin (1975) concluded that this link is

sufficiently strong that researchers could consider using false bio-

feedback without evaluating physiological arousal.

Although previous research offers support for not measuring

physiological arousal, we acknowledge that results from this study

would be much more interpretable if physiological arousal had

been measured. Collecting participants’ physiological responses

would have been useful for determining: (1) if physiological arou-

sal did, in fact, align with the type of false biofeedback, and (2)

whether affective states persevered between trials (for example,

increased physiological arousal in accelerated trials was main-

tained at the beginning on baseline trials).

Another limitation is that affective states that are experimen-

tally induced and occur in a laboratory setting may be qualitatively

different than those that occur naturally during studying or test-

taking. Finding ways to induce affective states that are similar to

those that occur naturally, or finding ways to examine naturally

occurring affective states with fine-grained temporal resolutions

without interfering or altering the affective states themselves,

would dramatically improve the interpretability of the results from

this experiment. This is an important item for future work.

Lastly, and perhaps most importantly for future research, we

cannot determine from our findings whether the appraisal of false

biofeedback is causally linked to changes in participants’ affective

states or if these changes are the result of the simple alignment of

actual physiological arousal with false heart rates. The appraisal

theoretic view we adopted posits that the experience of affect is

inextricably linked to the types of appraisals made about situations

in the environment (Clore & Ortony, 2010; Lazarus, Kanner, & Folk-

man, 1980; Roseman, 1984; Schachter & Singer, 1962; Smith &

Ellsworth, 1985). As such, appraisal theorists might suggest that

the findings of the current experiments were attributable to the

appraisals that participants made when they were presented with

false biofeedback. Somatic theories, on the other hand, posit that

affective states are reflex-like experiences that can occur in the ab-

sence of cognitive appraisal and are the result of unique patterns of

physiological responding (Cacioppo, Bernston, & Klein, 1992; Lev-

inson, Ekman, & Friesen, 1990; Panksepp, 1998). According to this

view, the specific physiological response is the affective experi-

ence, even in the absence of appraisal processes (Cacioppo, Bern-

ston, Larsen, Poehlmann, & Ito, 2000; James, 1884). The somatic

marker hypothesis (Damasio, 1994) posits that primary inducers

are innate or learned stimuli that cause pleasant or aversive states

that automatically elicit a somatic response and subsequent affec-

tive experience. In essence, this automatic process can short-circuit

the need for appraisal processes in order for an affective experience

to occur. Somatic theorists might predict that appraisal did not

play a critical role in the distinct shifts in affect, metacognitive

judgments, and performance in the present experiments. Instead,

it is perhaps the case that false heart rates served as primary induc-

ers that elicited automatic somatic and affective responses. Explor-

ing these contrasting hypotheses in the current experiments is

confounded by the fact that we did not ask participants to report

the appraisals they made about the false biofeedback, and did

not collect participants’ physiological responses. As such, further

research is needed in order to deepen our understanding of the

links between affect, metacognition, and performance during

learning.

6. Conclusion

There is a need for more empirically-driven research directed

toward understanding of the relationship among affect, metacog-

nition and performance during multimedia learning. As theoretical

and conceptual issues are resolved and methodological techniques

are improved, the elusive role of affect may be disambiguated,

leading researchers to more fully understand the consequences

of affect on learning, and to develop interventions and computer-

ized environments that effectively coordinate learners’ affective,

metacognitive, and cognitive states during learning.
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